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How to $ave 25% Plu$ on Your Auto In$urance is an easy to read and understand book devoted
solely to ways and ideas for saving money on your auto insurance. It doesn't just stop at coverage
and company selection, but covers in depth methods necessary to assure fair claims settlements
and how to handle most claims without the help of an attorney. In this book, you will also find the
tools and information necessary to buy auto insurance without the help of an agent and enjoy the
additional savings as a result. The net result of this information will provide savings that will last a
lifetime.
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This book should be mailed in a brown paper wrapping to avoid insurance agents from finding out
why their clients are becoming so knowledgable. Alan Abler has taken a complex profession and
organized the automotive aspects into an understandable and logical way of looking at the industry
in a way that can save us all a little cash. This book must be read by all automobile drivers and
those who haven't are foolish. My wife and I have taken Alan's advice and are in the process of
reevaluating our policy and setting up a meeting with our agent. Take my advice and buy the book.

A great book for the young driver. As a college economics instructor, students think I have the
answers for their auto insurance questions. I have found Abler's book to be an excellent source of
information for these new consumers of a necessary service. Further, for many of these drivers
insurance is expensive. This book gives them the clues to shop for the best bargains.

After applying some of the principals from this book I saved 23% on my auto Insurance. That makes
this a great investment.

Mr Abler has excellent information about the type and amount of insurance coverage you need and
how to use your state's department of insurance. The information that is "new" to most consumers is
about filing claims (don't threathen to sue) and acting as your own agent. I did not know you could
be your own agent. The book will save me money on rates, but more importantly, it will aid in getting
a fair settlement of any future claims. I would like more information about being your own agent, as
this appears to be the best way to save money.

Why waste money on unnecessary insurance fees and double coverage? This valuable handbook
gives many "little known" tips about purchasing auto insurance wisely and serves as a great
resource tool for simple yet thorough answers to a wide scope of routine and also complex
insurance questions. -A great gift idea!!!

This book is a must read for any cost conscious consumer. It contains valuable money saving tips,
and provides easy-to-understand explanations of how the auto insurance industry operates, and
how best to deal with them on your own. Anyone who pays auto insurance premiuns should read
this book!
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